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Objectives  

This Review is a summation of previous research and advocacy work by FIE 

on protecting Ireland’s peatlands with an overall objective of the 

rewetting/rehabilitation/restoration of Ireland’s peatlands, with particular 

emphasis on raised bogs. The work has highlighted the failure of local 

authorities, the EPA, the NPWS, and the Department of Housing Planning 

and Local Government (DHPLG) to enforce existing laws applicable to 

commercial extraction of peat. 

 

Recent advances include the development of a GIS interactive map of 

peatlands based on FIE’s satellite survey but now incorporating two new 

layers - the results of the Local Authorities ground truthing of 126 sites in 

the DoE 2013 Peatlands Survey and the EPA’s Extractive Industries Record 

as of 2016.  

 

The Map can be accessed at 

https://cl5.carto.com/viz/3181d6c0-b9a0-11e6-8a6b-

0ef24382571b/public_map 

 

It took FIE, one of the smallest of Ireland’s environmental NGOs, three 

years to use the planning system to have the commercial extraction of peat 

required to have planning permission. It has now been a further three years 

since the peat extractors initiated Judicial Reviews of these decision and 

more than two years since the Department of the Environment Community 

and Local Government (DECLG, now DHPLG) indicated that their proposed 

response (to our initiative and to our identification of widespread further 

illegal extraction) is to change the law to exempt large-scale extraction 

from planning permission. 

 

The completion of this latest map has highlighted how, in fact, extraction 

sites are now being registered on the Extractive Industries register that 

were still vegetated on our GIS map – some on the edges of loughs - 

without any planning permission or licensing, circumventing entirely any 

land control measures. [Annex I] 
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I: Review of Work to Date  

In 2009, FIE received a detailed anonymous letter drawing ‘attention to the 

outright carnage been bestowed on hundreds of acres of our historical 

raised bog lands in County Westmeath’. It was accompanied by 

comprehensive photographs of wide scale industrial extraction of peat from 

raised bogs near Coole in County Westmeath. In April 2009, FIE members 

then spent three days on site visits in the area, returning in 2010 to hold 

an agm in the area and conduct further site visits. 

Local Authority Survey 

At the outset of the work in 2009, FIE sought all records held by each local 

authority on any peat extraction in their jurisdiction. Not one held any 

records, with many replying explaining that these activities were exempt 

under the planning act. 

 

 

Aerial Survey 

The initial phases of FIE’s concerns focused on individual extraction from 

Natura 2000 sites themselves, which had been subject to a derogation from 

the Habitats Directive which expired in 2010. This was achieved through 

site visits to representative sites in 2009 and a subsequent overflight in 

2010 when our activities had led to a closure of the bogs by the operators. 

However, the scale of the industrial extraction was so enormous that other 

means had to be employed. 

 

 

Satellite Survey 

FIE thus commissioned a satellite survey of exposed peatlands from 

University College Cork to assess the extent of the ongoing industrial 

extraction. Compiled from free Landsat imagery, the cost of the data 

selection and analysis was met with help from the DoE, Comhor, and IEN. 

The total cost was €12,500, with further support from IEN for a Survey of 

Geoinformatics in Ireland. The results of the satellite survey, broken down 

by county and by size, was provided to the Department and the EU 

Commission on 30 November, 2010, with the understanding that the most 

recent cloud-free images were 2006 with some areas requiring images as 

far back as 2003. 
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No response was received from the Department. 

 

However, on 28 January 2011 the Commission began infringement 

proceedings against Ireland for systematic non-compliance with EU 

legislation on the basis of FIE’s work on protected bogs. 

 

 

EU Petition 

The Commission's action was a result of an extensive petition to the 

European Parliament lodged on 10 June 2010. It summarised and 

presenting the results of FIE’s work, concluding that 

 

‘The bare facts of the matter are as follows.  Ireland’s failure to assess 

the environmental impacts of peat extraction led, 14 years ago, to 

legal proceedings being brought by the Commission in respect of the 

EIA Directive, which culminated in the ECJ’s judgment in 1999 in C-

392/96.  Since that time, peat extraction has intensified in Ireland 

and no effective action whatsoever has been taken to address the 

ECJ’s judgment or the 2005 agreement that led to the withdrawal of 

the Commission’s proceedings seeking daily fines.’   

 

The Petition led to two presentations to the Committee in Brussels, the first 

on 22 November 2011 outlining the impact of individual extraction from 

Natura 2000 bogs. On 16 December 2011, the Commission advised the 

Petitions Committee that 

 

‘The information supplied by the petitioner indicates that peat 

extraction, especially in and around Natura 2000 sites, is 

incompatible with the Habitats and EIA Directives. The Commission 

sent an infringement letter to Ireland on 28 January 2011 for 

systematic non-compliance with these environmental directives in 

relation to protected peatlands.’ [Notice to Petitions Committee, 16 

December, 2011] 

 

While the individual extraction was (largely) addressed by the formation of 

a Peatlands Council and the establishment of a compensation scheme, 
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industrial extraction remained unassessed and uncontrolled and was thus 

the subject of the second presentation on 14 September 2012. 

 

Five days later the Petitions Committee/EU Commission wrote to Ireland, 

asking for the authorities to ‘Clarify whether all industrial scale peat 

extraction operations — in particular, peat extraction operations that 

exceed the current lowest threshold for mandatory impact assessment or 

mandatory impact assessment screening - are currently identified and 

inventoried at either local authority and/or national level, providing a list’. 

 

 

Outcomes of the satellite survey 

DoE Peatlands Survey 2013 

In its response to the September 2012 letter from the Commission dated 

13 October 2012 the Department explained that ‘FIE has ‘recently’ [30 

November, 2010] sent a report to the Department on the outcome of the 

satellite survey and the Department ‘intended to meet with FIE shortly with 

a view to cooperating to advance this project.’  

 

Meetings were held in December 2012 and April 2013. The first was an 

inter-agency meeting seeking any other GIS data on peatlands at which 

FIE’s survey was presented. When no other agency volunteered data, the 

Department addressed the issue through FIE’s survey. 

 

Given there were several thousand-exposed peatlands sites recorded the 

Department applied a 30 ha threshold (set at 27 ha to allow a margin of 

error) giving 163 sites with 1693 smaller sites which they said ‘may be 

considered at a later stage’. ‘The reason for the concentration on 163 sites’, 

they said at the meeting on 10 April 2013, ‘is that this is a reasonable 

number to address with the 20 LAs involved and there would be no clouding 

of the issues.’ 

 

FIE was asked to refine its list to try and eliminate mis-identifications. A 

final list was prepared by FIE of 127 sites over 27 ha by county. Using this 

list, the DoELG wrote to the 20 local authorities with maps of the sites in 

their jurisdiction, an explanation of the law, and a form to be filled out on 
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a site visit. The exercise was entitled the ‘DoE Peatlands Survey 2013’ and 

was issued on 19 June, 2013. 

 

Ground truthing was now to be done by the Local Authorities’ planning 

officers.  

 

The Department did not provide the results of its survey to FIE – although 

it did so to the Commission - until it was obtained by a request under Access 

to Information on the Environment in December 2014. 

 

140 records were returned (the division of large sites remains anomalous 

with the Irish presentation to the Commission giving 152 sites) from 20 

counties, with County Mayo giving no reply. 

 

FIE’s breakdown gave 49 sites as requiring AA/EIA, 27 sites requiring 

further information, 22 historic, 24 sites giving no sign of activity and 5 

sites where an AA had been submitted. The Irish breakdown to the 

Commission gave 38 as red - require AA/EIA - 17 ‘amber’ requiring further 

information, with the remainder exempt or with no evidence of extraction 

– 97 ‘green’. 

 

Whichever interpretation was applied to the results of the ground truthing 

it was starkly clear from the response to the Commission  that the 

legislation was not being implemented. It was immediately clear that the 

DECLG favoured amending the legislation over implementing it. 

 

 

II: Legal and Planning Developments 2010 - 2016 

Irish legal development 

In 2010, significant changes to planning law, including changes relevant to 

quarries, were introduced under the Planning and Development 

(Amendment) Act 2010. The changes were to respond to a judgment of the 

European Court that criticised the State for historic failures to control 

development requiring environmental impact assessment and, specifically, 

for allowing retention permission for unauthorised development that should 

have been subject to environmental impact assessment (Case C-215/06). 
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The 7-year rule which offered immunity from planning enforcement 

operations under Section 47 of the 2000 P&D Act was eliminated for 

quarries and peat extraction by the commencement, on 15 November 

2011, of sections 28 and 29 of the Environment (Miscellaneous Provisions) 

Act 2011. This had been identified by the planners in County Westmeath at 

our first meeting as being the single most important obstacle to controlling 

peat extraction and had been the subject of extensive lobbying by FIE 

initiated by letter on 8 April 2009 to the Minister for the Environment. 

 

Finally – and critically for FIE’s work - further legislative changes came in 

under the Environment (Miscellaneous Provisions) 2011 Bill which ended 

any exempted status on 21st September 2012 in stating that it shall not be 

exempted development if an environmental impact assessment or an 

appropriate assessment of the development is required.  

 

 

Irish Planning Development: Section 5s 

Under the Planning and Development Acts, an application can be made 

under Section 5 to the local authority to seek a determination if an activity 

is development and if it is exempted development or not. FIE made six 

Section 5 applications between 30 July 2009 and 14 November, 2011.  

 

The first Section 5 [RL 2699] was made to Westmeath County Council 

(WCC) on the 30 July 2009 about the operations of Harte Peat. WCC did 

not reply and FIE referred the Section 5 to ABP. Lodged on 21 January, 

2010, the fee was deemed invalid. The second Section 5 [RL2664] about 

Harte Peat’s works was lodged on 30 September 2009. However, the 

referral was invalid as it was received two days beyond the statutory time 

limit. 

 

The third section 5 [RL2706] was made to WCC on the 5th November 2009 

again regarding Harte Peat. Further information was requested by WCC and 

provided by FIE. WCC did not reply and on 18 January 2010 FIE referred 

the Section 5 to ABP.  On the 31st March 2010 ABP declared the referral 

invalid as WCC had informed them that FIE did not provide the further 

information.  
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A judicial review was taken in which the Courts reversed this decision, 

although the Board’s website still gives the original decision. 

 

The following three key decisions are now all under review by the High 

Court since June 2013: 

 

The fourth Section 5 [RL2815] was made to WCC on the 21 August 2010. 

WCC referred this to ABP on the 25th of November 2010. Uniquely, there 

were more than 20 parties making submissions, including land owners 

objecting to regulations and companies, with Harte Peat stating: 

 

Harte Peat Ltd. reiterated its position that there was no valid basis 

for any submission that related to the company. The matter is not 

properly before the board and the company would not be engaging 

in any exchange of submissions or otherwise participating in the 

process. 

 

The Board appointed an Inspector to consider the referral. A site inspection 

was undertaken on the 13th of June 2012 and a report dated the 30th of 

July 2012 submitted to the Board. This decision was made on the 3rd of 

May 2013 – almost 3 years from the date of the FIE initial referral. 

 

The referral was dismissed by ABP under section 138(1)(b)(i) of the 

Planning and Development Act 2000: ‘the nature of the appeal (including 

any question which in the Board's opinion is raised by the appeal or 

referral)’. It challenged the map coordinates provided as insufficient and 

wrote further that: 

 

‘Having regard to the different parcels of land identified in this 

referral, which appear to be in multiple ownership, in varying size of 

individual holdings with numerous parties involved and in the absence 

of certainty in regard to ownership of the land, or the individual 

circumstances of the plots (not necessary adjoining), it is considered 

that the question is referred is not sufficiently particular or detailed 

enough to enable the Board to carry out its obligations under section 

129 of the Planning and Development Act, 2000, as amended. 

Furthermore, the diversity of circumstances involved militated 
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against a thorough evaluation of the referral question as posed. In 

light of the foregoing, the Board decided to dismiss this appeal.’ 

 

The fifth Section 5 [RL2969] was made to WCC on the 14 November 2011 

and was the first to rule that planning permission was required. WCC 

referred this to ABP on the 25 January 2012 and an inspection was made 

on 13 June 2012. The conclusion by the Inspector was the same as about 

[RL2815] but the conclusion on 11 April 2013 was starkly different: 

 

NOW THEREFORE An Bord Pleanála, in exercise of the powers 

conferred on it by section 5 (4) of the 2000 Act, hereby decides that 

the drainage of boglands, peat extraction, accesses from public 

roads, peat handling activities and other associated activities and 

works at Camagh Bog, Doon, Castlepollard, County Westmeath are 

development and were exempted development until the 20th day of 

September, 2012 after which it is development and is not exempted 

development. 

 

The sixth referral [RL2975] confirmed that planning permission was 

required. That had been made to WCC on the 14 November 2011 and 

refered by them to ABP on the 9 February 2012. The decision on 15 April 

2013 echoed RL2969 issued on the same day in determining that the 

activities were development. 

 

FIE’s Section 5s highlight the ‘ongoing severe damage to the natural 

environment’ at each location due to the activities which we list as:  

• degradation of the peat  

• reduction of water storage capacity in catchment  

• release of  nutrients,  heavy metals,  dissolved organic carbon, sediments 

• damage to aquatic organisms e.g. deposition of fine peat silt on river beds 

(impacting on salmonid spawning beds and their food chain in rivers), 

increased turbidity in lakes and rivers (resulting in a reduction in light 

penetration and primary productivity), coating of aquatic plant surfaces 

with fine particles (inhibiting photosynthesis) and nutrient enrichment 

• high levels of organic colour which are difficult to treat for potable water 

supplies and chlorination can lead to the production of carcinogenic 

trihalomethanes 
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• emissions of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere 

 

The risk to public health through of the production of the Disinfectant By 

Products known as trihalomethanes because of the drainage of peat soils is 

outlined in Annex II 

 

 

High Court Section 5 Judicial Reviews 

FIE’s initial Judicial Review of a Section 5 [RL2706] was undertaken 

challenging the Board’s 16 March, 2010 dismissal of the referral because 

further information was not provided to the Local Authorities request. FIE 

provided the acknowledgement by the Westmeath County Council of the 

information provided for that request and the Board’s decision was quashed 

with the case refered back to them. The case, to which Harte Peat were the 

only parties, remains listed on the Board’s website as ‘Invalid – no grounds’. 

 

The three decision made in April and May of 2013 were all subject to Judicial 

Review.  

 

RL2969 by Bulrush Horticulture Ltd. were granted an order by the 

High Court on 6 June 2013 to review the Boards decision. 

 

RL2975 by Westmeath Horticulture and Westmeath Peat and Cavan 

Peat Ltd were granted an order by the High Court on 6 June 2013 to 

review the Boards decision. 

 

RL2815 by FIE who applied for leave for a Judicial Review on 27 June 

2013 

 

FIE’s JR was returned for 8 October 2013. The operator’s cases were listed 

for 15th and 16th of July, 2013. All of them were adjoined on 8 October 2013 

for 4 weeks to run cases together. The Court subsequently allowed a stay 

on the Board’s Order requiring planning of the developers while the matter 

was adjudicated.  
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The State informed the Court that new legislation was pending which would 

make the issue moot, with a further extensions granted on the same 

grounds in 2014. On 10 November, 2015 a further extension was granted 

as the State was ‘currently reviewing the draft legislation in light of issues 

raised by environmental NGOs (which we understand includes your client)’.  

 

For mention 26 January 2016, the cases were again adjourned because of 

the pending legislation and relisted for mention at the beginning of June 

2016, scheduled for hearing the last two weeks of July 2016. A further 

extension was granted on the same grounds in November 2016. FIE is 

taking advice as to the best course of legal proceedings to require the state 

to enforce the law as it stands until such time as the Oireachtas determines 

otherwise. 

 

A separate case arising from FIE (and An Taisce’s) opposition to the 

continuation of the Edenderry power plant without any assessment of the 

source of the fuel extraction led to a split decisions from the High Court 

ruling that an EIS was necessary but that an AA was not. FIE is considering 

further steps in this case. 

 

 

Proposed legal changes 

The files obtained under Access to Information on the Environment shows 

that the Department’s first response to the 2013 Peatland’s Survey on 24 

November 2013 was to propose to exempt extraction from planning with 

‘continuation’ of the EPA IPPC licencing system for 50Ha+ peat extraction 

(no IPCC license application for private operators had in fact ever been 

assessed or liscenced) and to introduce a new ‘permitting system for sub 

50 Ha peat extraction’ similar to the Waste Permit regime. 

 

On 23 January 2014, the Department proposed to exempt peat extraction 

from planning controls, initially for sites of more than 30 hectares. 

 

‘There are 8/9 industrial peat extraction operators that would be 

immediately required to apply to the EPA for an IPC licence, 

incorporating EIA, under the proposed new system. Between them 

these operators are responsible for a large percentage of peat 

extraction carried out nationally and ensuring they are brought within 
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the proposed new regulatory system would mean that a large part of 

the country’s peatlands have been subject to EIA.’ 

 

This was refined subsequently on 31 July, 2014 and formed the basis of 

legislative proposals that were given to FIE for comment well over a year 

later at a meeting on 3 December 2015. These proposals addressed only 

the sites of greater than 50 hectares on the grounds that the smaller sites 

were more politically sensitive and would be addressed subsequently. 

FIE’s and An Tasice’s responses to these proposals were completed on 28 

January, 2016, and raised many issues, including the necessity for an 

extension of the EPA normal remit to incorporate socio-economic benefits, 

transport and traffic impacts and management, landscape impacts, 

archaeological and cultural values and the loss of an independent appeals 

mechanism.  

 

To date, there has been no circulation of the Heads of the Bills and it has 

not appeared on any schedule of proposed legislation for the current 

session of the Oireachtas. 

 

Mapping - Extractive Industries Register Report 

The obtaining of GIS data in Ireland is one of the greatest obstacles to 

advances in land control. NGOs have no access to State mapping – unlike 

in the UK since Open Data in 2010 – and the data itself generally requires 

substantial cleaning. [FIE has an appeal in to the Information Commissioner 

for the refusal of Irish Water to supply their maps in GIS format.] 

 

The information provided by the DoE 2013 survey has been assessed. The 

data in the summary spreadsheet has been ‘cleaned’ and linked to our GIS 

data.  

 

In our new map there are 4 layers that can be turned off or on. 

DoE 2013 survey of active sites over 27 hectares 

Exposed peat soils from our 2010 satellite survey 

Vegetated peat sites from Corine and OPW Ortho capture dates 

ranging from 2005 to 2012 

Sites listed on the extractive industry register 
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You may view this public access map at: 

https://cl5.carto.com/viz/3181d6c0-b9a0-11e6-8a6b-

0ef24382571b/public_map 

 

A sample is provided in the attached ‘Extractive Industries Report’ [Annex 

III] demonstrating how the maps can be used to reveal the registration on 

the Extractive Industry Register of a site that was untouched vegetated 

peat. 

 

The example is of a site on the edge of the heavily polluted Lough Sheehan 

for which there is no planning permission, no licencing application, and no 

assessment by any authority. In fact, Figure 11 provides examples of many 

intact bogs that have been registered on the Extractive Industries Register 

in our study area above Lough Derravaragh in County Westmeath. 

 

Our Report concludes: 

 

‘It would appear that sites have been registered on the EIR when they 

were not undergoing industrial peat extraction. This matter should be 

investigated without delay as it would appear that owner/occupiers 

intend to undertake industrial activities with no planning permission 

or assessment. 

 

If the Shapefiles are loaded into a geographic information system 

(GIS) application that provides data viewing, editing, and analysis 

such as ArcGIS, MapInfo or QGIS it is a relatively simple job to 

identify sites that require planning permission, EIA’s, Discharge 

licences, IPC licences or sites that have been register as Extractive 

Industries where no such activity is taking place.’ 

 

 

Planning – Section 5s 

FIE has made a new series of Section 5s. The purpose of these requests is 

to extend the examination to include state owned operators [Bord na 

Mona], a horticultural operator [Erin Horticulture], and one long 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographic_information_system
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outstanding export operation of concern which applied to the EPA for a 

licence but did not return the application after it was sent back as 

incomplete [Klausman Dillman]. 

 

These also will act as ‘fall-back’ planning initiatives if peat extraction is not 

removed from planning. They can also be used – if a positive ruling is made 

– as grounds for enforcement under Sections 158, 159, and 160 of the 

Planning and Development Acts 2000. 

 

The first 6, which bring Bord na Mona sites under scrutiny, were lodged and 

have been accepted by Local Authority and referred directly to An Bord 

Pleanala by Laois County Council. A further 2 applications are drafted. Each 

submission requires a fee of €80 and registered postal costs [Planning 

Report Section 5s, Annex II]. 

 

EPA IPCC Licensing 

FIE submitted a request under AIE to the EPA as part of this project on 16 

October 2016. The reply confirmed that only one application had been 

received by the Agency [Klausman-Deilmann], and that had been returned 

as incomplete on January 28, 2014. No further action had been taken on 

this or any other file under the request. 

 

FIE’s ‘Report on Integrated Pollution Control Licensing’ [Annex III] 

concludes: 

 

‘The EPA have access to the Extractive Industries Register. They were 

present at the inter agency meeting in the Department of the 

Environment in December 2014 and they were parties to the 

Department of Environment subsequent investigation into peat 

extraction areas over 27ha. Unlike NGOs, they also are licensed for 

access to OSI copyright maps. There appears to be no reason why 

the EPA does not take a proactive approach in regulating industrial 

peat extraction. The EPA need to identify sites over 50ha and bring 

them under control.’ 
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Discharge Licences 

The issue of discharge licences, which are administered by the local 

authority, was not resolved after the first information gathering in 2010. 

FIE decided to request information relating to discharge licences from the 

County Councils which have areas of industrial peat extraction. This AIE is 

drafted and will be sent shortly. The data received will be linked to the GIS 

data already published. 

 

Researching indirect impact of extraction on designated sites 

In May of 2010 FIE sought to invoke SI 378 of 2005  to halt the extraction 

of peat because of the impacts of peat extraction on the SPA on Lough 

Derravaragh, demonstrating systemic non-assessment of off-site impacts 

of extraction.  

The initiative was not supported by the NPWS, whose regional management 

reported no evidence of adverse impacts based on the latest bird surveys. 

While there are reports of damage by fisheries authorities, little research 

has been done to link peat extraction with adverse environmental impacts 

and the field is without the benefit of Environmental Impact Statements. 

FIE is seeking funding to rerun a 1981 study published by the Royal Dublin 

Society of the status of Charophytes in Lough Derravaragh. Carophytes are 

underwater meadows that form the principle diet of specific species of 

diving birds and the project would help identify the impacts of siltation from 

peat extraction on the River Inny and the protected lough. 

 

Attached 

Annex I: Extractive Industries Register Report November 2016. 

Annex II: Effects of peat degradation on drinking water quality 

Annex III: Planning Report Section 5s 

Annex IV: Report on Integrated Pollution Control Licensing December 2016 

 

5 December, 2016 

Revised 7 December, 2016 
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SAMPLE PHOTOS 
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(See page 30 for FIE’s interactive version of this Google Map of our study area.) 
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Extractive Industries Register Report 
 
The Waste Management (Management of Waste from the Extractive Industries) 

Regulations 2009 (SI No 566 of 2009) came into operation on the 31st December 

2009. 

Under Regulation 19(1) each local authority shall: 

   Establish and maintain a register of all extractive industries within its functional 

area including-: 

  the extraction, treatment and storage of mineral resources, 

  the working of quarries, and 

  the extraction, treatment and storage of peat. 

The deadline for compliance with Regulation 19 was the 31st December 2010. (source 

http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/extractiveindustriesregister/ ) 

 

Under Access to Information on the Environment (AIE) regulations Friends of the Irish 

Environment (FIE) requested details, including maps, of all peat extractions sites 

currently registered on the extractive industries register (EIR). 

 

The request was allowed and the information was provided as an excel spreadsheet 

and spatial boundaries  in the form of ESRI shape files. 139 records within the 

extractive facilities database identified peat as their extraction type. Of the 139 records 

within the database there are 79 unique site codes (i.e. QS-00766) Of these 79 unique 

site codes 68 have spatial boundaries. 

 
Only eight counties have records of peat extraction on the EIR (see Table1) . 
Counties which have ongoing peat extraction not on the EIR include Kildare, Laois 
and Kerry. 
 
Table 1 Summary of Extractive Industries Register records for peat by county 
 

County Records 

Longford 4 

Mayo 8 

Meath 4 

Monaghan 5 

Offaly 6 

Roscommon 24 

http://www.epa.ie/enforcement/extractiveindustriesregister/
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County Records 

Tipperary 6 

Westmeath 82 

 
 
The Shapefiles have been uploaded to an online map using CARTO and can be seen 

at  

https://cl5.carto.com/viz/3181d6c0-b9a0-11e6-8a6b-0ef24382571b/public_map  

 

Shapefiles obtained from the Department of Environment of exposed peat soils greater 

than 27ha have also been added to the map. 

There are four layers - Vegetated Peat, Exposed Peat Soils, Exposed Peat Soils 

greater than 27ha and Extractive Industries Register Peat Site Boundaries(EIR). The 

layers can be turned on and off using the Visible Layer drop down menu which gives 

on-off switches for each layer. The map can be zoomed in and out using the + and - 

box in the left hand upper corner. There is also a search box and a share tool in the 

upper right hand corner. 

 

The exposed peat soils and the EIR layers overlay each other with the EIR layer being 

on top.  

 

Figure 2 Screenshot of CARTO map showing the available tools. 

https://cl5.carto.com/viz/3181d6c0-b9a0-11e6-8a6b-0ef24382571b/public_map
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If you hover over an area an info window will give information on that site (see Figure 

3) 

Figure 3 Shows 
the info window 
for a site in the 
Extractive 
Industries layer 
.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is limited information for vegetated peat and exposed peat soils - the info 

window merely stated that the selected area is possible vegetated peat or exposed 

peats soils. The info window for the Extractive Industries Register gives the extraction 

type i.e. peat , the IPC licence number, the shape area, the site id and the site name. 

 

The map can be used to help identify areas that have only recently come into 

production, or that are registered on the EIR and are intact bogs. For example the 

area between Lough Sheelin and Lough Derravaragh in County Westmeath shown 

in Figure 4 shows that in the 2010 UCC survey many areas are identified as 

vegetated peat 
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 Figure 4 Sites near Lough Sheelin with all four layers switched on 
 
If the vegetated peat layer is turned off it appears that large areas of vegetated peat 
have been included in the EIR as shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5 Sites near Lough Shellie with vegetated peat layer switched off 
 
If we zoom in the aerial imagery shows relatively intact bogs that do not appear to be 
industrially harvested on the shores of Lough Sheelin.    
 

Figure 6 Intact bog which has been registered on the EIR 
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Figure 6 Relatively intact bog that does not show evidence of industrial peat 

extraction that has been included on the EIR  
 
 
If we look at these two sites using the OSI map viewer and view the latest available 
OSi 1m per pixel orthophotography with  Ortho capture dates ranging from 2005 to 
2012( http://map.geohive.ie/mapviewer.html)  it confirms that the sites are not 
currently sites of  extractive industries as shown in Figures 7 & 8 
Figure 7 Snapshot from OSI map viewer showing a virtually  intact bog  
 

http://map.geohive.ie/mapviewer.html
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Figure 8  Snapshot from ISI map viewer showing a relatively intact bog 
 
 
If we look at the map on CARTO with all four layers on - yellow areas are exposed 

peat and those greater than 27 ha must be Bord na Mona sites. Purple are private 

sites of exposed peat soils red areas show exposed peat soils forming areas part of 

the EIR and bright green indicates vegetated peat as shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10 CARTO map with all four layers on 
 
 

If we then switch off the vegetated peat layer it is evident that many areas of 

intact bog have been registered on the EIR (see Figure 11) 
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Figure 11 CARTO map with vegetated peat layer switched off to show areas of 
vegetated peat which have been registered on the EIR 

 
 
If we then switch off  the EIR layer we can see areas that have either not been 

registered on the EIR or the owner/occupier have not submitted spatial boundaries 

as shown in Figure12 
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Figure 12 
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Conclusion 

It is clear that the Extractive Industries Register [EIR]  is not complete and that many 
sites have not been registered. In addition spatial boundaries are not available for all 
sites. This should be a requirement for registration.  
 
It would appear that sites have been registered on the EIR when they were not 
undergoing industrial peat extraction. This matter should be investigated without 
delay as it would appear that owner/occupiers intend to undertake industrial activities 
with no planning permission or assessment. 
 
If the Shapefiles are loaded into a geographic information system (GIS) application 

that provides data viewing, editing, and analysis such as ArcGIS, MapInfo or QGIS it 

is now a relatively simple job to identify sites that require planning permission, EIA’s, 

Discharge licenses, IPC licenses or sites that have been registered as Extractive 

Industries where no such activity is taking place. 

 

ENDS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographic_information_system
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ANBEX II 

Effects of peat degradation on drinking water quality 
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Effects of peat degradation on drinking water quality 

 

In order to extract or afforest or otherwise cultivate peat it must be drained. Drainage of peat 

causes: 

– degradation of the peat 

– reduction of water storage capacity in catchment  

– release of  

o nutrients (Bowman et al 1993)  

o heavy metals (Rothwell et al., 2005; Shotbolt et al., 2006 in Holden. et al 2007)  

o dissolved organic carbon (Holden, et al 2007)  

o sediments (Banaa, K, Krzysztof GOos, K. 2004) 

 

Although there are a number of pollutants released into the aquatic environment through peat 

degradation, the main public health concern is the effect of dissolved organic carbon on 

potable water quality when treated by chlorine, in particular the formation of trihalomethanes, 

a disinfectant by product. The dangers of elevated levels of trihalomethanes in draining water 

are well established.  

 

– high levels of organic colour which are difficult to treat for potable water supplies 

and chlorination can lead to the production of carcinogenic trihalomethanes 

(THMs) (Jennings E et al.2006). Waters containing algae are also prone to THM 

formation (Binnie,C.et al 2002). Algal production increases through nutrient 

enrichment.  

 

In a Joint Position Statement (2011), the Health Service Executive and the EPA reiterated the 

International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) review of chlorinated drinking water, 

which states that chlorinated drinking water was not classified as to its carcinogenicity to 

humans. However, both chloroform and bromodichloromethane, two individual THMs, were 

classified as possibly carcinogenic to humans 

 

According to information provided to the European Commission in 2015 by Ireland, 412,000 

billed consumers were affected by exceedances of THMs. At 2.7 individuals per billed house, 

this suggests that 1,240,000 people are being exposed to water with a higher THM content 
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than that advised by the EU and WHO.  Ireland has been reporting the highest non-compliance 

with respect to total THMs in drinking water across the 27 EU Member States, twice that of 

Estonia, the next most affected national water supply. 

 

The standard reply from the Irish Authorities in the Joint Statement is directly from the WHO 

Position:  “The potential health consequences of microbial contamination are such that its 

control must always be of paramount importance and must never be compromised.” 
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Planning Report – Section 5s 
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Planning Report – Section 5s 
 
In 2013 the Department of the Environment undertook a survey to ascertain the planning 

status of peat extraction areas over 27 hectares provided by FIE. The Department decided 

not to include Bord na Mona in this survey. A significant number of sites were identified as 

requiring planning permission and Environmental Impact Assessments. In addition, areas of 

industrial peat extraction were identified that are not recorded in the Extractive Industries 

Register 

 

Following this survey no action appears to have been taken to bring industrial peat extraction 

under control. 

 

As part of the current Review, Friends of the Irish Environment decided to take a number of 

Section 5’s in connection with five Bord na Mona sites to ascertain whether they required 

planning permission.  

 

The sites chosen are 

Belair South, Derryclure, Derrinboy, Killeen  and Monettia in County Offaly. The peat extraction 

area at Monettia extends into County Laois and a Section 5 was also referred to Laois County 

Council.  

 

In addition, two additional Section 5’s are submitted for private sites operated by Klasmann-

Deilmann and Erin Horticulture. 

 

On 21 November 2016 County Offaly referred two Section 5’s to An Bord Pleanala (ABP) 

these being for Derryclure and Belair South. This table shows the outstanding Sections 5 as 

of the darte of this Report [5 December, 2016]. 

 
 

Site Name Owner/Occu
pier 

Date 
received by 
Co Council 

Co Council  Ref Notes 

Derryclure, Co Offaly Bord na 
Mona 

26/10/16 16/12 Sent to ABP 21/11/16 

Bellair South , Co 
Offaly 

Bord na 
Mona 

26/10/16 16/13 Sent to ABP 21/11/16 

Monettia, Co Offaly Bord na 
Mona 

21/11/16 16/15  

Derrinboy, Co Offaly Bord na 
Mona 

25/11/16  awaiting response 

Killaun, Co Offaly Bord na 
Mona 

25/11/16 16/17  

Monettia, Co Loais Bord na 
Mona 

21/11/16 10/5 Response due 21/12/16 
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Site Name Owner/Occu
pier 

Date 
received by 
Co Council 

Co Council  Ref Notes 

Coole/Clonbeale 
Mor, Co Offaly 

Erin 
Horticulture 

  awaiting response 

Lenamore, County 
Longford 

Klasmann-
Deilmann 

  awaiting response 
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Annex IV 
Report on Integrated Pollution Control Licensing 
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Report on Integrated Pollution Control Licensing 

 

Friends of the Irish Environment (FIE) wrote to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)  

to request all details, including maps, of all IPC licence applications made in relation to peat 

extractions sites other than those available on the EPA website , and all internal EPA 

documentation relation to these applications . This  request included any applications returned 

as invalid and the reason for the return. 

 

FIE requested this information in digital format and any maps as shapefiles ( .shp ) or 

equivalent. 

 

The request was sent on Monday 17 October 2016 made under the Access to Information on 

the Environment (AIE) regulations. 

 

The request was granted on 11th November 2016. One record of an IPC licence application 

and cheque to the value of €5,713 was received by the EPA on the 27th January 2014 from 

Klasmann-Deilmann. The application was deemed to be incomplete and was not accepted as 

a valid license application. The incomplete application was returned to the applicant on 28th 

January 2014. 

 

There is no record of any license application from Klasmann-Deilmann on the EPA website   

 

Klasmann-Deilman have an extensive operation. FIE undertook site visits in February 2013 

and took a range of  photographs of Klasmann-Deilmann’s activities a sample of which is 

shown in Figures 1 - 3. 
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Figure 1 Extensive drains and industrial extraction  

 

Figure 2 Long mounds of covered extracted peat 
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Figure 3 Klasmann-Deilmanns yard with machinery in sheds and large mounds of peat 

 

 

It is difficult to understand why the EPA have not followed up on Klasmann-Deilmann’s 

application and that large scale industrial peat extraction is continuing with no environmental 

controls. 

 

In addition during site visits in 2016 a notice dated May 2013 had been erected at the entrance 

to an industrial peat extraction site (Figure 4). The intention to apply was from Erin Horticulture 

Limited, Derrinlough, Birr, Co Offaly  and was for an area exceeding 50ha. 

It appears that no application was made and that industrial peat extraction is ongoing with no 

environmental controls. 
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Figure 4 Site Notice 

 

 

The EPA have access to the Extractive Industries Register. They were present at the inter 

agency meeting in the Department of the Environment in December 2014 and they were 

parties to the Department of Environment subsequent investigation into peat extraction areas 

over 27ha. Unlike NGOs, they also are licensed for access to OSI copyright maps. There 

appears to be no reason why the EPA does not take a proactive approach in regulating 

industrial peat extraction. The EPA need to identify sites over 50ha and bring them under 

control. 

ENDS 

 

 


